
Teams Direct Route for Digital 
Workspace
Brio Technologies Private Limited
Brio enable each employee, each organization, to feel more joyous at work, 
enthusiastically embracing the simplicity provided by complex 
technology.

The Solution
Teams Direct Route from Brio is a 
Consulting Service that enables voice 
calling to Microsoft Teams, enabling and 
ensuring business connectivity.. Now you 
can bring all users under one collaboration 
platform by using Microsoft Teams for 
collaboration, messaging and voice across 
all devices.

Leverage existing voice services to 
integrate with the latest Microsoft Teams 
features

Streamline the number of tools your users 
need to use, reducing cost, administration 
and training.

Take advantage of the latest 
enhanced communications to save 
costs and increase the level of 
service your users enjoy
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Why Azure Virtual 
Desktop

Why Teams Direct Route

Simplified, Flexible and Unified 
Corporate Communication

✓ Increase working flexibility and efficiency - 72% of 
workers will be working remotely by 2023 even if 
the pandemic is resolved

✓ Reduce the number of applications needed for 
users

✓ Lower support costs and higher productivity

✓ International Reach: Customers can use multiple 
carriers in different countries for full international 
coverage and numbering and we can enable them 
all to work through IPT for Teams

✓ Cloud Service: Operates as a pure Cloud Based 
Service, meaning no hardware or software overhead 
for the customer

✓ Ease of Admin: Single sign-on portal for the link to 
SIP Trunk providers and simple mapping of 
numbers to Teams users & accounts

Teams Direct Route brings Microsoft 
Teams to life
✓ Voice enabled collaboration is driving in excess of a 

50%

✓ increase in collaborative work

✓ 80% of employee time is spent collaborating 
and 62% connect to meetings using mobile 
phones

✓ Business goals are more quickly achieved when 
people enjoy working together

Preserve the current voice 
investment

✓ Current voice platforms deliver wide-ranging 
business services to many types of users

✓ Leveraging the current investment to power M365
saves on disruptive, costly new infrastructure and 
services

✓ Making Microsoft Teams integrate with current 
business processes can multiply the benefits of 
collaboration and integration
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